Flashback Fundraising Ideas

**Baby Boomers**
Get everyone to bring in a baby picture of themselves, then ask people to make a donation to guess who is who! With a small prize for those that correctly guess them all.

**Flashback Lunch**
Hold a bring and share lunch, everybody brings in there favourite retro/childhood dish and then people can make a donation to tuck in and reminisce!

**Retro Raffle**
Get a collection of retro prizes, think old school sweets, classic bakes and retro games -think yoyos, rubix cubes, people can purchase raffle tickets for a small donation.

**Guess the birth year**
Pick some famous faces and ask people to guess their year of birth, for a donation most right gets a prize.

**Guess the year**
Pick some historical events and write them onto cards (each event on a different card). Put the year they happened onto separate cards. Challenge friends, family or colleagues to match all the years and events correctly. Ask for a donation from those taking part and award a small prize if they can guess every single one correctly.

**Flashback photos**
Reminisce on some memories by recreating your favourite photos from the past. Post them to your social media accounts along with the following message I’m Flashing back in support of Alzheimer’s Society. Don’t forget to tag us @alzheimerssoc #flashback19

**Office Jukebox**
Have a day or afternoon of music, get a speaker and see if someone has a music streaming account you can use, then let colleagues pick their favourite throwback tune to play for a donation.

**Playground Olympics**
Set up a collection of playtime events, think skipping race, conkers tournament, spinning top battle. Have friends, family and colleagues compete for a donation with playground pride being their prize. Why not run sweepstakes on the events to increase your fundraising and step up the competition!

**Tie-dye party**
Flashback to the 60’s with a tie-dye t-shirt party, invite friends and family, ask them to bring a plain t-shirt or item of clothing and get tie-dying! Ask them for a donation to take part in the fun!

**Ice cream bar**
Get some large tubs of ice cream - think original flavors vanilla, chocolate, strawberry, along with some toppings, sprinkles, nuts, flakes. Ask for a donation in return for people to create their own sweet treats!